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ABSTRACT 

A simulator can be a very useful tool for safety analysis to study 
accident sequences involving malfunctions of the systems and operator 
interventions. 

The main characteristics of Che simulator SALAMANDRE (description 
of the systems, physical models«programming organization, control desk) 
have then been selected according to the objectives of safety analys is . 

INTRODUCTION 

An important consequence of the TMI incident was t o emphasize the part of the 
man-machine interface during an accident sequence, and i t i s then the post TMI cons i 
dérations which in i t iated in the C.E.A, Nuclear Safety Department the notion that a 
simulator could be a very useful tool for safety analysis . 

After a more precise definition of the object ives , a simulator was then conceived 
in this Department, according to the needs of safety analysis . The development of 
this simulator (SALAMANDRE) i s now in progress, and this paper w i l l present how 
during the conception the main options have been selected by taking into account the 
speci f ic objectives of safety analysis . 

OBJECTIVES 
» 

The interest of a simulator versus a current computer code is that it enables to 
visualize in real time the dynamic phenomena, with the possibility of an interactive 
process. The main field of application is obviously the treatment of of man-machine 
interface problems. Now these problems present two aspects : 

- The "man" side of the interface, for which the objectives may be the training of 
operators, or the study of operator behaviour (assessment of response time, of 
error probability, e t c . ) . 

- The "machine" side, chat is the study of Che performances requested from the 
operator by the machine (quantity, rapidity, complexity of actions). 
Since the future users of SALAMANDRE are sot plant operators but safety analysts, che 
objectives are necessarily of che second type. SALAMANDRE will chen be used for ana
lysing operating actions and failures sequences chat can lead Co damaged conditions, 
and best means and operator actions for reaching a safe state. More precisely che 
planned applicacions are : 
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- a priori analysis : analysis of operating procedures, determination of critical 

delays for operator actions, testing of operator assistance automatic systems. 
- a posteriori analysis : analysis of real incidents, parametrical studies with 

additional malfunctions (what if ?) . 

Besides, these objectives being not long term research but present problems, the 
department wished to realize the simulator within the best delays available. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PLANT SYSTEMS 

The plant simulated in the first version is a 3 loops Framatome 900 MW PWR 
(the most current type of plant in operation in France). The 1300 MW PUR version will 
be realized in a further step. 

To study an accident sequence or a procedure, a rather detailed representation 
of the systems is necessary so in SALAMANDRE all the important circuits and systems, 
from the point of view of the dynamic behaviour of the plant, are described. 

However simplification are introduced in the simulated systems when all the 
functional modes of the real systems remain possible. For instance : 
- redundant components (pipes, valves, pumps...) that never work at the same time are 

represented by only one component, 

- valves used for maintenance are not described. 

In a general way the systems which are obviously involved in current safety 
problems are modelized with an accurate representation : 

- Reactor Coolant System (R.C.S.) with 3 loops, Reactor Control Chemistry (R.C.C.), 
Residual Heat Removal (R.H.R.), Emergency Core Cooling System (E.C.C.S.), Feed 
Water (F.W.), Emergency Feed Water (E.F.W.), Steam Generator (S.G.), steam flow to 
the turbine and the feed pumps, steam by-pass to the condenser. All the automatic 
control system is described. 

The systems wich are less directly related to safety are more simplified or 
treated as limit conditions '. 

- Recirculation Spray (R.S.), as an enthalphy condition for water in the sumps. 

- Intermediary Water System (C.C.W.S.) described as a water flow, at a given tempe
rature, at the inlet of the corresponding heat exchangers. 

- Feed Water Reheater System is not described. 

- The boration path is simplified the user only indicates the boron concentration and 
the flow of the added water. 

- Conditioning circuits of tanks are not described. 

PHYSICAL MODELS 

The safety analysts need an efficient and reliable tool, available within a 
reasonable delay. So, at least in a first step, the physical models selected for 
SALAMANDRE are rather simple and well known models, widely tested in current physical 
codes : 
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- point neutronics, 

- 1 dimensional homogeneous two phases flow in Che R-C.S. (pipes and core), 

- 0 dimensional volumes, one or two phases, thermal equilibrium or not (upper plenum, 
pressurizer...), 

- global calculation of one phase flow in all circuits connected to R.C.S. (R.C.C., 

- 0 dimensional secondary part of the S.6., with primary-secundary heat exchange area 
correlated Co Che mass of secondary water (to describe Che loss of feed water flow) , 

- simplified description of steam flow in the turbine. 

However Che programming structure of the code is sufficiently flexible to enable 
Che introduction of more refined models when they are available. 

PROGRAMMING ORGANIZATION OF TEE CODE 

The programming organization of SALAMANDRE is an ii_portant aspect of the develop
ment. From this organization depends Che easiness and the flexibility of the 
simulator use, and then Che wideness of its application field. 

General features 

SALAMANDRE is organized as a modular code in order to enable future evolutions. 

The functions of the processing system are : 

- initialization of Che simulator in various plant conditions, 

- dynamic animation of the simulation, 

- files creation and management. 

The dynamic part of Che simulation is composed of physical indépendant modules 
and of a dynamic animation that : 

- coordinates Che exchanges of informations between the code and Che control desk, 

- organizes che numerical resolution of che system by iterating on che modules, 

- introduces malfunctions in Che systems. 

Two aspects are particularly developed : uhe dynamic animation and che introduc
tion of malfunctions. 

The dynamic animation of the simulation 

To enable che study of complex accident sequences, with parametric variations, 
che animation of tite simulation will offer a wide range of possibilities. The user 
can : 

- stop the simulation at any moment and restart at the same point, 
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- come back to a previous point of the sequence, 
~ select a simulated time different from the real tine (accelerated or slackened 

Simulationy, 

- ask for various editions of curves and results either during the simulation (on 
consols) or after (listings). 

These editions can concern all the physical parameters of the simulation, or 
any combination of these quantities (to follow a balance, for instance). 

The introduction of malfunctions in the systems 

This function is performed by the À.S.L.(Anomalies Sequences Logic)subroutine. 
This subroutine enables the user to program several different individual or succes
sive failures sequences that can take place either at a given time or when a logical 
expression composed with plant parameters is fulfilled. Such sequences can be direc
tly introduced or suppressed on line by the user. Failures can be : 

- leaks located at various points of the circuits, 

- commanded systems failures (control rods, boron concentration, valves, pumps «••) , 

- limit systems failures (C.C.W.S., tanks...), 

- automatic control failures (simulation of sensors wrong signals, control failures..) 

CONTROL DESK 

Since the objective of the simulator is not the training of operators, a simila
rity of the control desk with a real control room is not necessary. So the control 
desk is conceived with the objective of providing all the interesting informations 
in a clear and simple way, manageable even by a single user. 

The simulator is controlled from a control desk mainly composed of a vertical 
panne1 and two consols (fig.!)* The vertical panne1 describes the system diagram of 
the simulated plant. Measured parameters are visualized on this diagram at the 
location of the measurement. Command on a given component (pump, valve...) is done 
by pushing on a button located on the symbol of the component in the diagram. There 
also exists a 3mall horizontal panne1 for automatic systems control. About : 

- 200 digital measurements 

- 200 digital ".ommands 

- 40 sighting s l i t s 

- 60 buttons 

are present on the control desk. 

The first consol is used for control of the simulation (initialization, ASL 
programming...). The second one is used for visualizing curves and special parameters 
that do not appear on the panneIs. 
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SIMULATED SITUATIONS 

The SALAMANDRE simulator vill describe plant operating conditions from cold, off 
pressure, subcritical state, to full power conditions for 3 3 looos F3AMA7CMF <*Q0 «V 
PWR. An important class of accidents vill be accurately described by this simulator. 

The limitations of SALAMANDRE are due to the validity of che physical models 
(one phase or homogeneous two phases flow in che R.C.S.). If che validity limit of the 
models is reached during a simulation che user will be informed. 

SALAMANDRE is not conceived for predicting accidents final consequences (espe
cially on Che fuel elements and radioactive releases) but for analysing sequences of 
accidents and influence of multiple failures and operating actions. Global evolution 
of the accident transients must be correctly described, even the loss of coolant 
accidents in the case of small leaks. Detailed computations of some transients could 
then be performed with more refined codes. 

CONCLUSION 

The realization of SALAMANDRE is now in progress. A feasability study was comple
ted in June 1981, and the simulator is planned Co be operational for July 1983. The 
main options were selected by taking into account the objectives of safety analysis 
of accident sequences (especially analysis of operating procedures and of real 
incidents). 

With these characteristics SALAMANDRE is expected to be a useful tool for the 
safety analysts. A wide use of this simulator will provide an improved knowledge of 
che accident sequences including the operator interventions, and Chen it will be an 
help for improving che safety of PWR planta. 
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